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ABSTRACT

High-performance control systems (HPCSs) are sophisticated vibration mitigation devices that

include active, semi-active and hybrid systems. HPCSs leverage feedback mechanisms to dynami-

cally adjust the damping force in response to motion, offering a good mitigation performance over

a wide excitation bandwidth. These damping systems are attractive for multi-hazard mitigation

of civil structures. However, the application of HPCSs necessitates the design and integration of

a closed-loop control system that can be susceptible to local failure or reduction in performance

in the form of, for example, malfunctions of HPCS components, noisy measurements, wear, ag-

ing, and power unavailability. It follows that these sources of uncertainties may cause concerns

and impede the wide acceptability and deployment of HPCSs. A solution is to enhance the ro-

bustness of the closed-loop configuration through, for example, added redundancies and/or more

robust, yet more expensive, components. In this paper, a Kriging-based design procedure is pre-

sented enabling the robust design of closed-loop control systems. The design procedure consists

of constructing a Kriging surrogate that maps uncertainties to structural performance, and using

that surrogate to identify the most influential sources of uncertainties. After, these identified un-

certainties are made more robust in order to decrease the variance in the HPCS performance over
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the lifetime of the structure. The performance of HPCSs is directly quantified through a life-cycle

cost analysis to obtain probability distributions on the expected financial impacts. The proposed

procedure is demonstrated on a numerically simulated 39-story structure exposed to wind loads.

Uncertainties in both the HPCS configuration (i.e., damping devices and sensors) and external

load are considered. Results demonstrate that the proposed framework can be used to substantially

improve the robustness of the closed-loop system. Also, through a comparison against a robust

passive-viscous case, it is shown that robustly designed HPCSs significantly outperform a passive

system in terms of vibration mitigation and life-cycle costs.

Keywords: Kriging surrogate, structural control, high performance control system, uncertainty,

robust design, semi-active control, vibration mitigation, life-cycle cost analysis

INTRODUCTION

Structural resilience against natural and man-made hazards can be achieved through the inte-

gration of supplemental damping systems. High-performance control systems (HPCSs) are sophis-

ticated motion control devices that can provide supplemental damping through feedback mecha-

nisms and control adaptability. HPCSs, including active, semi-active and hybrid systems, present

enhanced mitigation capabilities with respect to passive damping strategies (Dyke and Spencer

1997; Ubertini and Materazzi 2013; Wu and Phillips 2017; Ubertini et al. 2017; Soto and Adeli

2017), and therefore have recently gained popularity for multi-hazards applications for improv-

ing structural performance against wind, seismic, and blast loads (He et al. 2003; Lu et al. 2008;

Venanzi et al. 2012; Cao et al. 2016) along with reducing life-cycle costs (Wen and Shinozuka

1998; Liu et al. 2004; Goda et al. 2010; Hahm et al. 2015; El-Khoury et al. 2018). While highly

promising, these devices are yet to be widely implemented in the field (Casciati et al. 2012), mostly

because of the reliance on a feedback loop that creates additional uncertainties (e.g., availability

of power, wear, sensor noise, etc.) that are not well understood (Micheli et al. 2020a). It is critical

to develop motion-based design methodologies capable of quantifying and optimizing closed-loop

control performance under uncertainties in order to fully empower the integration of HPCSs within

structural systems.
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The problem of uncertainty in structural control is often addressed in literature through propos-

ing robust control strategies (see (Hou and Jin 2011; Dróżdż and Szabat 2016; Cao and Laflamme

) for instance). More limited work has directly investigated the impact of failure in the closed

loop configuration on structural performance. For example Battaini et al. (Battaini et al. 2000)

introduced a fault tree approach for actively controlled structures. This approach employed fault

patterns, failure rates, and average repair time to assess the reliability of an active control system.

Kim et al. (Kim et al. 2013) evaluated the impact of sensor failure on a three-story frame equipped

with a magnetorheological damper. The authors utilized fragility functions to demonstrate that the

seismic risk of the controlled structure was reduced in comparison with the uncontrolled system,

despite faults in the sensor units. Cha and Agrawal (Cha and Agrawal 2014) studied the perfor-

mance of three different control algorithms subjected to various sensor faults and noise levels on

a three-story building equipped with magnetorheological dampers. Their study concluded that the

performance degradation was a function of the sensor fault type and control algorithm. The vast

majority of the surveyed literature has been devoted to study the effects of sensor failure on HPCS

performance. The impact of other uncertainties (e.g., availability of power, wear, aging, etc.) has

been overlooked. This could be attributed to the large number of possible scenarios to analyze and

relative numerical simulations to perform, which grows exponentially with number of controlled

components, controlled floors, and considered hazard events.

In previous works, the authors studied methods to address the computational challenge associ-

ated with the integration of closed-loop uncertainties in the analysis of HPCSs. In Ref. (Micheli

et al. 2020a), a comparison between deterministic and stochastic methods for reliability analysis

was conducted on a 5-story building equipped with semi-active damping devices and subjected to

different seismic hazards. Results showed that a proposed modified Monte Carlo simulation strat-

egy, termed bounded Monte Carlo, yielded accurate estimation of the total life-cycle cost of the

structure using a relatively small number of simulations. In Ref. (Micheli et al. 2020b), the use of

data-driven surrogates (i.e., metamodels) was studied for analyzing uncertainties and identifying

the most impactful uncertain variables in the design of an HPCS. Both an offline batch process
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and an online sequential process, respectively a Kriging surrogate and an adaptive wavelet net-

work (AWN) surrogate, were developed to map uncertainties in the closed loop configuration and

the external load to the maximum structural response. The surrogates were applied to a 39-story

building equipped with semi-active damping devices and exposed to wind hazards. The investiga-

tion demonstrated that, while the AWN was viable to alleviate the computational demand, Kriging

exhibited more accurate mapping and was deemed a more promising tool to identify the most

impactful uncertain variables in the closed loop.

This paper builds on previous work to develop a Kriging metamodel-based procedure for robust

design of HPCSs, which includes financial and technical analyses based on component redundancy

and reliability. The procedure consists of mapping the uncertainties in both the closed-loop config-

uration and external loads to structural performance using the metamodel, after which the mapping

function is used to financially and technically quantify the effect of uncertainties on the system re-

sponse. The design of the HPCS closed-loop configuration is then altered to enhance its resilience.

The proposed design procedure is numerically demonstrated on a 39-story office tower (Mcnamara

and Taylor 2003) located in Boston (MA), used in previous work (Micheli et al. 2020b). The struc-

ture is exposed to wind load, and it is virtually equipped with an HPCS for wind-induced vibrations

mitigation.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the proposed robust design

approach and the Kriging model. Section 3 describes the numerical simulation procedure, includ-

ing the building, excitation, control strategies, and modeled uncertainties. Section 4 presents and

discusses the numerical simulation results. Section 5 concludes the paper.

ROBUST DESIGN OF HPCS

In this section, robust design of HPCS under uncertainty is first discussed. After, the metamod-

eling process is briefly described and the proposed robust design procedure for HPCS is presented.

Robust Design of HPCS under Uncertainties

In general, robust design consists of minimizing the performance variance of a given system

and ensuring that the average prescribed performance is met (Ross 1988). For a structure equipped
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with an HPCS, the sources of the performance variance arise from uncertainties in the system,

including those from the closed-loop configuration, dynamic parameters, and external excitations.

Of interest to this paper are uncertainties inherent to the control system. In previous work (Micheli

et al. 2020a), the authors discussed several sources of uncertainties in the closed loop configuration.

For example, HPCS components may fail, sensors may have high level of noise or fail, wires can

break, power may become unavailable, and damping materials may wear out or leak. This study

will also consider uncertainties arising from the external excitations, for instance the intensity of

the load.

In the robust design of HPCSs, typical prescribed performance targets y are associated with

maximum acceleration and/or inter-story drift experienced by the building. Each performance

target yi has a variance σyi that can be reduced through increasing the reliability and/or redundancy

of closed-loop components, for example by doubling sensors for each measured state or utilizing a

more robust version. However, such design methodology results in additional costs, and one must

strategically select which components to improve. In what follows, a Kriging surrogate model-

based design procedure is presented to identify uncertain variables that provoke high variability in

the system performance in order to improve the robustness of an HPCS. Note that other established

techniques to perform sensitivity analysis of engineered systems exist in literature (Saltelli 2002),

including Bayesian (Capellari et al. 2016), polynomial chaos-expansion (Sudret 2008; Blatman

and Sudret 2010), and Monte Carlo (Zio and Pedroni 2012; Ahmed et al. 2019) approaches. In this

study, the surrogate model-based procedure presented in (Micheli et al. 2020b) has been selected

to build on findings that Kriging was a computationally fast, accurate and promising tool enabling

the robust design of HPCS under uncertainty. The promise of Kriging has been demonstrated in

other applications including structural control (Kocijan et al. 2003; Cao et al. 2017; Joy et al. 2018)

and structural health monitoring (Laflamme et al. 2016; Fengle et al. 2019).

Kriging-based Design for Robust HPCS

A Kriging metamodel is employed to identify the input variables x that have the largest impact

on the system response variability. This is done by modeling the effects of uncertainties on the
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performance targets y, or finding f such that y = f (x). The overall process is illustrated in Fig. 1,

where the surrogate model f is used to conduct the robust design process. Briefly, the metamod-

eling process consists of reconstructing the unknown relation between input x ∈ Rk×N and output

y ∈ Rl×N based on available input/output observations, where k and l are the number of input and

output variables, respectively, and N is the number of observations available for the metamodeling

process. In this work, the uncertainties in the system are taken as the input x of the surrogate

and the system performance as its output y. The Kriging algorithm used to reconstruct y = f (x)

is reported in Appendix I, where the output y is taken as a scalar (l = 1) by considering a single

performance target for the HPCS design.

Algorithm 1 presents the method used to identify the input variables x that have the largest

impact on the system response variability, ranking them in order of importance. The first step

consists of designing the HPCS to attain target performance requirements (step 1), through an

motion-based design procedure for instance (Connor and Laflamme 2014). After, the uncertainties

that affect the system response are selected as the inputs x (step 2) and a set of inputs/outputs is

created exploiting a numerical simulation model of the structure equipped with the HPCS (step 3).

This data set is divided in two subsets: training (size n) and testing (size nt) data. The Kriging

surrogate is then trained on the n input/output training data (step 4), and its accuracy verified by

calculating the root mean square error between simulated and estimated outputs for the nt testing

data (step 5). Then, a large number (ns) of new input samples is created (step 6), and the corre-

sponding outputs are estimated with the trained Kriging model along with their variance σ2
y (step

7). Subsequently, each input is sequentially taken as fixed (i.e., no variance), therefore removing

the corresponding uncertainties, and the outputs are once again estimated with the Kriging model

(step 8). The variance of the new set of outputs is calculated and compared with the variance of

the system with uncertainties (step 9). The design variables that lead to the largest differences

between variances are identified as the most influential variables (step 10). Note that the use of

the surrogate model in lieu of the original numerical simulation model yields significant savings

in computational efforts, enabling the evaluation of a large number of uncertainties scenarios in a
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relatively short time duration.

Algorithm 1: Robust design procedure for HPCSs using Kriging-based metamodel.
1 1: Design HPCS to attain target performance requirements;
2 2: Identify uncertain input variables x;
3 3: Create N samples {x, y};
4 4: Train Kriging metamodel with n data (Appendix I);
5 5: Verify accuracy of Kriging with nt data;
6 6: Create ns new inputs x;
7 7: Estimate corresponding outputs and their variance σ2

y ;
8 8: for j = 1: k and for all the ns do
9 Fix the j-th variable at its design value;

10 Predict the output y with the Kriging metamodel;
11 Estimate variance of the output σ2

y, j;
12 end
13 9: Calculate percentage difference between σ2

y and σ2
y, j;

14 10: Identify most influential inputs;

A trivial analytical example is used to illustrate the proposed uncertainties quantification pro-

cedure. Consider the following arbitrary function with four variables:

f (x) = 0.25(4−4x2
1−2x2−2x3−4x2

4) (1)

where x1, x2, x3, and x4 ∈ [0,1]. A training set consisting of n = 20 samples was created by ran-

domly selecting 10 values for x1, x2, x3, and x4 within their domain [0, 1]. The corresponding

outputs were calculated using Eq. 1, and the Kriging metamodel trained. The procedure described

in steps 6 - 10 of Algorithm 1 was applied, assuming the design value of the j-th variable as 1.

The results of the procedure are reported in Fig. 2, where ∆v indicates the percentage difference

between σ2
y and σ2

y, j obtained from fixing (i.e., no uncertainties) x j. In Fig. 2 (a), one can observe

that fixing the variables x1 and x4 to their design values yield to the largest change in variance

∆v, and these variables are identified as the most influential, as expected from the analytical for-

mulation. Fig. 2 (b) reports the variance of the system σ2
y after fixing variables x1 and x4, and

variables x2 and x3, showing that the variance is minimized by removing the uncertainties arising

from variables x1 and x4.
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Once the most influential inputs are identified from Algorithm 1, redundancies in the form of

additional elements (e.g., supplemental sensors, utilization of more robust technologies), are inte-

grated in the closed loop configuration. After, a life-cycle cost (LCC) analysis approach (Micheli

et al. 2019) is employed to financially quantify the effects of uncertainties and redundancy integra-

tion on the system response.

NUMERICAL CASE STUDY

The proposed analysis and design procedure is demonstrated on a 39-story building equipped

with semi-active damping devices for vibration mitigation. The building is subjected to synthetic

wind force time series. This section presents the numerical simulation procedure employed in this

study, including descriptions of the building model, external excitation, control strategies under

investigation, simulated uncertainties, and cost models.

Building Model

The example building investigated in this study is a 39-story office tower located in Boston

(MA) (Mcnamara and Taylor 2003). It is a steel-moment resisting frame, with an octagonal floor

plan and a total height of 163 m. The inter-story heights are 7.4 m at the ground and roof levels,

and 3.9 m at the other floors. A set of passive damping devices was integrated in the structural sys-

tem to reduce the structural response of the building to satisfy serviceability criteria under frequent

wind hazard events, because wind tunnel tests have shown that the building could have experienced

high acceleration levels particularly along its weak axis (McNamara et al. 2000). Therefore, the

building was here numerically simulated in its weak direction. A schematic representation of the

building equipped with damping devices is reported in Fig. 3. This office tower has been widely

studied by the authors because of its known sensitivity to wind excitation. It constitutes a realistic

example to benchmark the effectiveness of an HPCS against an existing passive damping system.

The equation of motion is represented in the state-space using a spring-dashpot-mass approx-

imation. For a N f -story system equipped with Nd damping devices, the equations of motion is

written (Connor and Laflamme 2014):
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Mü+Cu̇+Ku = EwW−E f F (2)

where u ∈ RN f×1, u̇ ∈ RN f×1, and ü ∈ RN f×1 are the displacement, velocity and acceleration

vectors, respectively, the dot denotes a time derivative, W ∈ RN f×1 is the wind load, F ∈ RNd×1 is

the control input vector, M ∈ RN f×N f , C ∈ RN f×N f , and K ∈ RN f×N f are the mass, damping, and

stiffness matrices, respectively, Ew ∈ RN f×N f and E f ∈ RN f×Nd are the wind load and the control

location matrices, respectively.

The state-space representation of Eq. (2) is given by:

U̇ = AU+BwW−B f F (3)

where U = [ u u̇ ]T ∈ R2N f×1 is the state vector, and with:

A =

 0 I

−M−1K −M−1C


2N f×2N f

B f =

 0

M−1E f


2N f×Nd

Bw =

 0

M−1Ew


2N f×N f

The numerical algorithm follows the discrete form of the Duhamel integral (Connor and Laflamme

2014):

U(t +1) = eA∆t U(t)+A−1(eA∆t − I)[BwW(t)−B f F(t)] (4)

where ∆t is the simulation time interval and I ∈ RN f×N f is the identity matrix. The inter-story

drift is expressed as δ1 = u1 at the first floor and δ j = u j−u j−1 at the other floors. The dynamic

properties (M, K, and C) of the 39-story buildings can be found in Cao et al. (Cao et al. 2016). Note

that simulations conducted using Eq. 4 assume that the structure remains elastic. This assumption

is expected to be valid under wind loads.
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Wind Load

The wind force vector W in Eq. 3 is taken as the dynamic component of the along-wind forces

acting on the building floors on its weak direction. At the j-th floor, Wj is expressed as (Emil and

Scanlan 1996):

Wj = ρCDA j(Vm, j +Vt, j) (5)

where ρ = 1.25 kg/m3 is the air density, CD = 1.5 is the drag coefficient, A j is the projected area of

the building normal to the wind flow, Vm, j is the mean wind speed, and Vt, j is the fluctuating wind

velocity generated by the wind turbulence. A logarithmic law is employed to express the mean

wind speed at the j-th floor as (Emil and Scanlan 1996):

Vm, j =Vm,10
ln(z/z0)

ln(10/z0)
(6)

where Vm,10 is the mean wind speed at a reference height z = 10 m above the ground, and z0 is

the terrain roughness (=0.03 m). Synthetic wind speed time histories are generated as function of

Vm, j using the spectral approach outlined in (Deodatis 1996) and reported in (Micheli et al. 2019).

Fig. 4 plots two examples of typical wind turbulence Vt time histories acting on the 36th floor of

the structure.

Control Strategies

HPCS

The HPCS of interest to this study is the semi-active damping system proposed by Downey et

al. (Downey et al. 2016), termed Banded Rotary Friction Device (BRFD). The BRFD is a variable

friction device based on a double wrap band brake system. The dynamic behavior of the BRFD is

characterized by a 3-stages dynamic model, summarized as follows (Cao et al. 2015).

Stage 1 is a typical friction dynamics and the damping force Fd is modeled using a LuGre friction

model:
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Fd = σ0ζ +σ1ζ̇ +σ2η̇

ζ̇ = η̇−σ0
|η̇ |

g(η̇)
ζ

g(η̇) = Fc +(Fs−Fc)e
−( η̇

η̇s )
2

(7)

where σ0 represents the aggregate bristle stiffness, σ1 the microdamping, σ2 the viscous friction,

ζ an evolutionary variable, η̇ the device velocity, and g(η̇) is a function that describes the Stribeck

effect in which η̇s is a constant modeling the Stribeck velocity, Fs the static friction force, and

Fc the kinetic friction force. The value of Fc is taken as the maximum friction force Fmax (e.g.,

nominal capacity of the device), and Fs =CsFmax, with Cs being the static friction coefficient.

Stage 2 and 3 are modeled as two linear stiffness regions that represent the backlash effect in the

BRFD. The damping force Fd is modeled as linear stiffness elements k2 and k3 during displace-

ments d2 and d3 in stages 2 and 3, respectively.

Transition regions are modeled with the following smoothing function

Ω(η) =
1

1+ e−
ρ1(η−η0)

ρ2

(8)

where η0 is the reference displacement when transitioning to a new stage, and ρ1 and ρ2 are

constants. The damping force Fd within the transition from stage i to stage j is written as:

Fd = [1−Ω(η)]Fd,i +Ω(η)Fd, j (9)

Table 1 reports the values of the constants used in the 3-stages dynamic model for the simulated

building.

The HPCS configuration virtually installed in the 39-story building consists of 15 sets of two

BRFD devices installed at every other floors, starting from the 5th floor up to the 33th floor (illus-

trated in Fig. 3), 39 sensors (one per floor), and one global controller. Note that the device locations

are the same as those for the viscous damping devices, illustrated in Fig. 3. Furthermore, each set
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of devices is numerically simulated as a single device of doubled capacity. The nominal capacity

for each set of BRFDs, Fmax, is taken as 1,350 kN for the dampers below the 26th floor, and 900 kN

for the devices above the 26th floor, following the motion-based design provided by the authors in

previous studies to satisfy the serviceability-based requirement of a maximum acceleration (apeak)

≤ 25 mg under frequent wind hazards (Laflamme et al. 2011).

Controller

A linear quadratic regulator (LQR) algorithm is employed to select the BRFD friction forces, with

the intend to use a full-state feedback controller that may be more sensitive to local sensor failure.

The LQR has the objective function J:

J =
1
2

∫
(UT QU+FT RF)dt (10)

with:

Q =

 qdI 0

0 qvI


2N f×2N f

where Q is the regulatory weight matrix with positive definite diagonal elements qd , qv and R =

qrIN f×N f is the actuation weight matrix with the positive constant qr. The actual control force,

Fd,act, is written:

Fd,act = Fd,0νact

ν̇act =−νdelay(νact−νreq)

(11)

where Fd,act is the actual control force, Fd,0 a voltage scaling constant, νreq the required voltage

computed from the required control force, νact the actual voltage in the actuator, and νdelay a posi-

tive constant taken as 200 sec−1 based on Reference (Cao and Laflamme ).

The required voltage νreq is computed based on a bang-bang control rule, where the voltage is
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set to maximum if the required force Fd,req is higher than the BRFD capacity and set to zero if the

signs of Fd,req and δ̇max are equal:

νreq =


νmax if |Fd,req|> Fd,max

0 if sign(δ̇max) = sign(Fd,req)

|Fd,req|/Fd,0 otherwise

(12)

where νmax is the maximum allowable voltage, taken as 12 V. In the simulations of the 39-story

building, the LQR parameters are taken as qd = 4, qv = 1 and qr = 0.085 (Micheli et al. 2017).

Passive Viscous Dampers

For the simulations of the passive viscous dampers, a generic viscous damping force is taken

as:

Fv = cvsgn(u̇) (13)

where cv denotes the damping coefficient, u̇ the relative velocity, and sgn(u̇) the sign or signum

function. The passive viscous dampers configuration follows the BRFDs configuration. Specifi-

cally, the damping coefficients are taken as 52,550 kN·s/m for the dampers below the 26th floor,

and 35,000 kN·s/m for the devices above the 26th floor (McNamara et al. 2000; Laflamme et al.

2011). Fig. 5(a) reports a typical force-SDR loops for damping devices under wind load corre-

sponding found at the 23th floor corresponding to the location of the largest damping forces. The

loops illustrate the similarity in energy dissipation capabilities between the passive and semi-active

control strategies.

Fig. 5(b) plots the response profile of the 39-story building exposed to a frequent wind hazard

for different control strategies, including that of the BRFD under constant full power (“HPCS

passive on”). Results demonstrate that the designed control system is capable of reaching the target

performance objective (apeak ≤ 25 mg). One can also notice that the controlled BRFD (“HPCS
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LQR”) provides better mitigation capabilities in comparison with ”HPCS passive on” and ”passive

viscous” strategies.

Uncertainty Cases

The three uncertainties cases considered in this study are listed in Table 2. All cases consider

uncertainties in the wind load characterized by a variation in the mean wind speed Vm,10, and

terrain roughness z0, which affect the wind time series generation through Eq. 6 and turbulence

simulation process. The mean wind speed is within the range 5-28 m/s, representing the range of

wind velocities that the structure will likely experience during its lifespan (Micheli et al. 2019),

and the terrain roughness is within the range 0.01-0.03 m, as suggested by (Chuang and Spence

2017).

Cases 1 to 2 are specific to the HPCS, with Case 1 considering uncertainties at the device level,

and Case 2 considering uncertainties at the sensor level. Case 1 relates to uncertainties caused by

variations in the maximum capacity of the damping devices, which may be caused by different

phenomena such as fatigue, excessive load, or degradation of the friction materials. This variation

is modeled as a decrease in maximum capacity of a given damping device, with an arbitrarily range

between 75% and 100% of Fmax. For uncertainty Case 1, the input vector of the Kriging metamodel

is written x = [Vm,10 z0 Fmax,1 Fmax,2 ... Fmax,15]T, resulting in k = 17 uncertainty inputs.

Case 2 relates to uncertainties caused by faulty sensors and it is the most computationally

expensive. These faults may be caused by wires disconnections and breakage of internal elements

from harsh environment, and may yield noisy measurements. Here, these uncertainties are modeled

by the addition of uniform random noise in the sensor output U (Eq. 3). Different signal-to-noise

ratios (SNRs) are simulated, with:

SNR =

(
AS

AN

)2

(14)

where AS and AN are the root mean squares of the original and noisy sensor signals, respectively.

The SNR is bounded between 0.45 (“severe noise”) and 1 (“no noise”) (Cha and Agrawal 2014).
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As an example, Fig. 6 reports a typical structural response with under SNR 1.0, 0.70, and 0.45.

The input vector under Case 2 is written x = [Vm,10 z0 SNR1 SNR2 ... SNR39]T, yielding k = 41

uncertainty inputs.

Case 3 relates to the passive damping strategy. It only considers the uncertainties related to

the wind load, under the assumption that a viscous damper capacity remains invariant during the

lifetime of the structure (Taylor Devices 2018), thus yielding x = [Vm,10 z0] or k = 2 uncertainty

inputs. Case 3 is used to benchmark the performance of the HPCS.

For each uncertainty case, the Kriging metamodel is trained using n observations generated by

propagating the uncertainties. Specifically, the system is simulated under n different uncertainty

scenarios sampled using the Latin hypercube space filling method from the ranges of variability

listed in Table 2, and the corresponding maximum structural response is recorded. The maximum

acceleration experienced by the building, apeak, is selected as the output to be consistent with the

serviceability-based requirement (apeak ≤ 25 mg). A testing data set composed of nt = 0.25 n

(Friedman et al. 2001) inputs/output observations is created using a similar method to verify the

accuracy of the metamodel.

Life-Cycle Cost Analysis

The LCC of a structure equipped with motion control devices is taken as (Micheli et al. 2019):

LCC =C0 +CI +CM +CF +CR (15)

where C0 is the initial cost of the building, CI is the initial cost of the motion control system, CM

is the maintenance cost of the devices, CF is the annual failure cost, and CR is the redundancies

cost. Note that other costs could be integrated in the model depending on the application, such as

building retrofit and business relocation costs. The cost CI is taken as the sum of the costs of the

mechanical devices CD, their installation, sensors, and electronics. For a generic viscous damper,

CD (USD) is computed using (Taflanidis and Gidaris 2013; Taflanidis and Beck 2009):
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CD = 0.77F1.207
max +2806 (16)

The cost of the BRFD is estimated as 70% of the cost of a viscous damper with an equivalent

Fmax. The 30% discount factor results from the assumption of lower fabrication costs from the

relative mechanical simplicity of the BRFD (Micheli et al. 2020a). The cost of a sensor is taken

as 2,900 USD, and it includes a lumped cost for the data acquisition systems (Tse et al. 2012).

Table 3 lists CI values for the HPCS and passive control strategies. These costs do not include

supplemental members and connections to install the BRFD devices in the structural frame.

The maintenance cost of the HPCS, CM, includes a regular system check and an annual hard-

ware check for 50 years, and is taken as 59,983 USD (adapted from (Tse et al. 2012)). For the vis-

cous strategy, it is assumed that no maintenance is required, with CM = 0 (Taylor Devices 2018).

Cost CF quantifies any financial losses occurring from the building not meeting the prescribed

performance objective, and it is taken as (Micheli et al. 2019):

CF =
nt

∑
i=1

Cfail(1+ r)−iτ (17)

where τ is the cost analysis time interval (taken as τ = 1 year), nt is the lifetime of the structure

(taken as nt = 50 years), r is the expected rate of return (taken as r = 3%), and Cfail is defined as

(FEMA 2012):

Cfail =
nh

∑
j=1

Ph, j

nDS

∑
k=1

PDS,kCDS,k (18)

where Ph, j is the annual probability of occurrence of the j-th hazard event during the lifetime of

the structure, nh is the number of hazard events considered, PDS,k and CDS,k are respectively the

probability occurrence and the repair costs associated with the k-th damage state (DS), and nDS is

the total number of damage states considered. The probability Ph, j is obtained using a site-specific

hazard curve, while DS and PDS,k are estimated combining the structural response of the building,

expressed in terms of apeak, with fragility curves.
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In order to estimate PDS,k, the peak acceleration apeak experienced by the building is estimated

using the Kriging surrogate under a selected wind hazard event, and its value is combined with

the three fragility curves plotted in Fig. 7(a) to obtain the probability of occurrence of the three

damage states DS (nDS = 3). These three fragility curves were developed based on a previous study

(Micheli et al. 2019) where the authors thoroughly surveyed existing literature on motion sickness

and acceleration thresholds. The figure also reports costs CDS,k, which are related to the indirect

economic losses due to wind-induced motion sickness and discomfort in the building occupants.

The cost model employed to calculate CDS,k as a function of apeak is reported in Ref. (Micheli et al.

2019). It assumes that when the building undergos a certain damage state, the top one third of the

building occupants will be subjected to motion sickness, causing losses in working productivity.

It is also assumes that the mean loss in productivity caused by motion sickness and wind adverse

effects (e.g., nausea, fear, sleepiness) is equal to 30% per employee (Lamb and Kwok 2017). Fig.

7(b) plots the hazard curve employed to estimate the probability Ph(Vm,10) of the various wind

scenarios. This curve was obtained in a previous study by fitting site-specific meteorological data

related to the area of Boston with a Weibull distribution (Micheli et al. 2019).

The redundancies cost CR depends on the type and number of supplemental components in-

stalled in the HPCS. In general, CR is estimated summing the costs of redundant components (e.g.,

sensors, devices). Note that the initial construction cost of the building C0 is not considered in this

investigation, since the purpose of the life-cycle cost analysis is to compare the LCCs of different

HPCS configurations, which are not affected by C0.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this Section, the results of the robust design approach applied to the case study building

are presented. First, the accuracy of the Kriging metamodel at reconstructing the unknown in-

put/output relationship is evaluated. Second, the robust design procedure is applied to the HPCS.

Third, a life-cycle cost analysis is conducted and the results are presented and discussed.
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Metamodel Validation

The Kriging metamodel is trained on the training data set. After, the testing data set is exploited

to verify the generalization capability of the metamodel using two performance metrics: the root

mean square error (RMSE), used to quantify the accuracy globally, and the normalized maximum

absolute error (NMAE), used to quantify the accuracy locally (Moustapha et al. 2018). The RMSE

is defined as:

RMSE =

√√√√√ nt

∑
i=1

(yi− ŷi)
2

nt
(19)

where ŷi denotes the maximum structural response estimated by the Kriging model, and yi the

real or actual maximum structural response obtained from numerical simulations. The NMAE is

defined as:

NMAE =
max |(yi− ŷi)|

ntσn,t
(20)

where σn,t denotes the standard deviation of the testing data set. A k-fold (Viana et al. 2009; For-

rester and Keane 2009) cross-validation is performed to test the metamodel accuracy over different

sections of the training data. The fold size is taken as k = 10, and the number of samples contained

in each fold is set to p = 10%n, as recommended in (Viana et al. 2009). The cross-validation error

(CRSE) is taken as (Viana et al. 2009):

CRSE =

√
1
n

êT ê (21)

where ê = yi− ŷi.

Table 4 lists the RMSE, NMAE, and CRSE values, along with the corresponding training and

testing data set sizes, for each uncertainty case. Note that the minimum data set size is selected as

n = 200 samples and is increased by 200 observations until the RMSE converges to a value≤ 10%.

This RMSE threshold is set to provide a reasonable trade-off between accuracy and computational
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time of the training process. Fig. 8 plots the RMSE and NMAE errors as a function of the training

data set size for the HPCS (Cases 1 and 2) and passive viscous strategy (Case 3). Results show

that the RMSE and NMAE tend to decrease for increasing number of samples until convergence

and oscillation around a given value. This convergence occurs at n = 800 for Cases 1 and 2, and

n = 400 for Case 3, which values are taken for subsequent simulations.

Results in Table 4 show that RMSE and NMAE are slightly higher in Case 1 than Case 2. A

cross comparison between the HPCS (Cases 1 and 2) and the viscous damping strategy (Case 3)

shows that the passive strategy yields a smaller RMSE relative to the HPCS (7.35% and 6.00% for

Cases 1 and 2, respectively, versus 4.00% for Case 3), a similar NMAE, and requires a significant

smaller number of simulation samples (approximately 50% less). This increase in performance can

be attributed to the linear behavior of the damping system and low number of uncertain inputs (k =

2 for Case 3 versus k = 17 and k = 41 for Cases 1 and 2, respectively). The CRSE is relatively small

in all of the considered cases, showing that the accuracy of the Kriging metamodel is independent

on training sample selection.

The validity of the Kriging model is further assessed by evaluating its capability to reconstruct

the standard deviation of the building acceleration σa, in addition to the peak value, to determine

if the randomness of the wind load is well represented in the surrogate. The training and testing

data are augmented with the standard deviation of the acceleration time history response at the

floor where apeak occurred, with y now containing σa. The training and testing data sets sizes

remain constant. Table 4 lists the RMSE results on σa. The RMSE under both Cases 1 and 2 are

low (around 6%), comparable to the RMSE of the peak response, thus further demonstrating the

validity of the Kriging model.

Robust Design Results

The verified Kriging surrogate is now used to identify the input variables that cause the highest

variability, taken as possible locations for supplemental redundancies. A large number (ns = 5,000)

of new input samples is created using the Latin hypercube space filling method from the ranges of

variability in Table 2, except for Vm,10 that is assumed to follow the Weibull distribution shown in
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Fig. 7(b). Following Step 8 of Algorithm 1, the HPCS-related inputs are sequentially fixed at their

design values (i.e., no uncertainty), and the corresponding outputs and variances are evaluated with

Kriging surrogate. The results of this procedure are reported in Figs. 9(a) and (b) under Cases 1

and 2, respectively.

Fig. 9(a) shows the difference in variance ∆v (%) for the HPCS under Case 1 (damping capacity

variability). Large values of ∆v are exhibited under damping devices #4, #10, #14, #8, and #7,

which are identified as the most relevant input variables. Under Case 2 (Fig. 9(b)), results identify

sensors number #21, #4, # 11, #20, and #34 as being the largest sources of variance. Based on

the results presented in Fig. 9(a), 5 out of 15 devices are selected for the redundancies integration.

Similarly under Case 2, 5 out of 39 sensors are selected for redundancies integration. Remark that

by redundancy integration, it is assumed that secondary devices (Case 1) and sensors (Case 2) are

installed at the identified floor locations. Note that strategies other than duplicating a device could

be more efficient, such as installing more robust devices or more reliable sensors.

The average structural response and variance of the system with and without redundancies are

reported in Table 5, along with the reduction in variance given by the redundancies integration. For

verification purposes, results are compared against those obtained using redundancies at locations

determined as not influential on the overall variance. These locations are selected as devices #1,

#3, #5, #11, and #15 for Case 1, and sensors #6, #8, #28, #31, and #36 for Case 2. The results

demonstrate that redundancy yields a significant reduction in variance for both cases. Results also

show that the selection of locations not identified as influential does not result in important variance

reductions. In all cases, the average response µy remains approximately the same, as expected.

Cost Performance

In this section, the cost of an HPCS is estimated considering both the initial configuration (CI)

and the configuration with redundancies (CI + CR). Results, listed in Table 6, indicate that the

addition of redundancies in an HPCS configuration yields an increase in CI of 24.7% under Case

1 and 8.72% under Case 2.

Subsequently, the cost of failure Cfail is estimated for ns = 5,000 scenarios using Eq. 18. Note
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that the scenarios are evaluated with the Kriging models along with the corresponding outputs

apeak experienced by the building. The outputs are used in combination with the fragility curves

described in Sec. 3 to obtain damage states and relative failure costs. A Gaussian distribution is

then fitted to the resulting ns = 5,000 Cfail. The results of the cost assessment are reported in Figs.

10 and 11 and compared with the passive strategy (Case 3).

Figs. 10(a) and 11(a) plot the Gaussian distribution fitted to the ns = 5,000 values of Cfail ob-

tained with the fragility analysis under Cases 1 and 2, respectively. Results show the probability

density function of Cfail for the initial configuration without redundancies (“ 0 redundancy”), and

three configurations using: 2, 5, 8, and 15 redundancies at the 2, 5, 8, and 15 most influential

locations, respectively. The figures also reports the Cfail distribution for the passive viscous strat-

egy, taken as the benchmark. Results show that, under both Cases 1 and 2, the variance of Cfail

decreases with increasing number of redundancies, while the average cost Cfail is similar under

all the HPCS cases, as expected. A comparison with the passive strategy shows that the HPCS

yields a lower Cfail in terms of both average and variance of the cost distribution when at least

two redundancies are added. This could be attributed to the higher mitigation performance under

different wind speeds of the HPCS relative to the viscous dampers. Fig. 12 highlights this increase

of performance through the profile plots of the maximum accelerations, showing the improvement

in performance using the HPCS configuration under different wind speeds.

Figs. 10(b) and 11(b) reports the Gaussian distribution of the LCC under Cases 1 and 2,

respectively. The distributions are obtained applying Eq. 17 and 15 to the ns scenarios. The

figures show that, under both Cases, the impact of redundancies integration is amplified when the

Cfail are projected on the life span of the structure. One can observe that when no redundancies

are added in the system, the average LCC of the HPCS is higher than that of the passive strategy,

attributed to the higher initial costs and extra maintenance costs. When redundancies are integrated

in the system, both average and variance of the HPCS LCC become smaller than that of the passive

strategy, yielding important expected financial gains over the projected 50 years of operations. One

can also observe that as the number of redundancies increases, the variance of the system decreases,
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yielding a more certain expected financial gain but yet at a slightly higher overall average cost due

to the cost of redundancies. A cross-comparison between results from Case 1 (Fig. 10) and Case

2 (Fig. 11) show that redundancy in sensors (Case 2) results in a smaller overall gain and loss in

LCC variance cost, respectively.

CONCLUSIONS

This paper introduced a Kriging-based design procedure to improve the robustness of high-

performance control systems (HPCS) subjected to uncertainties in their closed-loop configura-

tions. These uncertainties can arise, for example, from possible malfunctions of HPCS compo-

nents, noisy measurements, wear, aging, and power unavailability. The design procedure consisted

of constructing a Kriging surrogate that mapped uncertainties to structural performance, here taken

as the peak acceleration, and using that surrogate to identify the most influential sources of uncer-

tainties. After, these identified uncertainties were made more robust through, for example, adding

redundancies or increasing the robustness of individual components, in order to decrease the vari-

ance in the HPCS performance over the life time of the structure. The performance of HPCSs was

directly quantified through a life-cycle cost (LCC) analysis to obtain probability distributions on

the expected financial impacts.

The proposed design procedure was demonstrated on a numerically simulated on a 39-story

office tower, located in Boston (MA), equipped with a HPCS for wind-induced acceleration re-

duction. Three different uncertainties cases were investigated. Case 1 included uncertainties in

the maximum capacity of the damping devices and on the external load. Case 2 included uncer-

tainties in the sensor measurements and on the external load. Case 3 included uncertainties on

the external load only and was used as a benchmark case to simulate the performance of a ro-

bust passive viscous system. Results from the training of the Kriging model showed that 800 data

points were required to create the representations under Cases 1 and 2, and that 400 data points

were required to create the representation under Case 3 due to its simplicity relative to Cases 1

and 2. After, the trained metamodels were employed to compute the maximum structural response

under a large number of new input scenarios and to provide an estimate of the system response
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variance. The damping devices (Case 1) and sensors (Case 2) that produced the highest variance

in structural response were identified as the most influential inputs. Redundancies were integrated

at those identified locations and relative costs calculated leveraging the LCC analysis. Results

showed that the proposed robustness based design procedure was able to successfully identify the

most influential devices/sensors under both Cases 1 and 2. In addition, it was demonstrated that

adding redundancies at the most influential locations yielded a significant reduction in the system’s

variance and LCC, making the structure more significantly resilient using an HPCS relative to a

passive viscous system.

Overall, the proposed Kriging-based robust design procedure provided a flexible tool for the

design of robust HPCSs to increase structural resiliency. It can also be used to provide important

financial data to support the implementation of HPCSs, as demonstrated in this paper through the

numerical example. Future work entails the expansion of the methodology to significantly higher

dimensional problems, including the co-design of structural elements and control systems.
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APPENDIX I. KRIGING ALGORITHM

The Kriging learning algorithm is reported in what follows, taking the performance target as

a scalar (y). The observation data set available for the metamodeling process is expressed as S =

{(x(i),yi), i= 1, ...,n}, where x= {x1,x2, ...,xk}T is the input vector containing k variables, yi is the

corresponding output and n is the number of training observations. The Kriging process is based

on the assumption that the observed response y(x) follows a stochastic process Y (x) (Forrester and

Keane 2009):

Y (x) = µ(x)+Z(x) (22)

where µ(x) is the mean of the process and Z(x) is its deviation from the mean assumed to follow

a Gaussian process with zero mean and covariance matrix D:

D = σ
2
Ψ (23)

where σ2 is the variance of the process, and Ψ∈ Sn×n is the correlation matrix. For n observations,

Ψ is given by:

Ψ =


ψ[Y (x(1)),Y (x(1))] · · · ψ[Y (x(1)),Y (x(n))]

... . . . ...

ψ[Y (x(n)),Y (x(1))] · · · ψ[Y (x(n)),Y (x(n))]

 (24)

In Eq. 24, the Gaussian correlation function ψ is written:

ψ[Y (x(p)),Y (x(q))] = exp

(
−

k

∑
j=1

θ j|x j
(p)− x j

(q)|2
)

(25)

where ψ[Y (x(p)),Y (x(q))], p, q = 1, · · · ,n are observations of the stochastic process, k is the num-

ber of input variables, and θ j, j = 1, . . . , k are the hyper-parameters of the correlation function.

The hyper-parameters of the Kriging function can be estimated employing the maximum likeli-

hood method (Forrester et al. 2008), where the likelihood function L can be written as a function
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of the observations:

L =
1

(2πσ2)n/2|Ψ|1/2 exp
[
−(y−1µ)T Ψ

−1(y−1µ)

(2σ2)

]
(26)

It can be demonstrated that the maximum likelihood estimates of the mean and standard deviation

are (Forrester et al. 2008):

σ̂
2 =

1
n
(y−1µ)T

Ψ
−1(y−1µ) (27)

µ̂ =
1T

Ψ
−1y

1T
Ψ
−11

(28)

where the hat denotes an estimate, and 1 ∈ RN×1 is a vector of ones. Note that Ψ, and therefore µ̂

and σ̂2, depends on the unknown hyper-parameters θ j, which can be evaluated using an optimiza-

tion algorithm to maximize Eq. 26 after substituting Eqs. 27 and 28 into Eq. 26. Here, a genetic

optimization algorithm is selected to solve the maximum likelihood optimization problem in Eq.

26 and estimate θ j. Furthermore, in the event where two samples are very close to each other, the

nearest symmetric positive matrix is used for matrix Ψ (Higham 1988) to prevent the correlation

matrix in Eq. 24 from becoming poorly conditioned.
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TABLE 1: BRFD friction model parameters

Parameter Value Unit
σ0 7005 kN−1

σ1 0.0017 N−1

σ2 0.0017 N−1

η̇s 0.002 m·s−1

Cs 1.065 −
k2 0.03 kN·mm−1

k3 2.3 kN·mm−1

d2 3.05 mm
d3 1.52 mm
ρ1 0.1 mm
ρ2 0.01 mm
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TABLE 2: Uncertainties cases and ranges of variability

Case Variables Symbol Range of variability N. variables

1
Mean wind speed Vm,10 5 - 28 m/s

k = 17Terrain roughness z0 0.01 - 0.03 m
Damper capacity Fmax [0.75 1] Fmax

2
Mean wind speed Vm,10 5 - 28 m/s

k = 41Terrain roughness z0 0.01 - 0.03 m
Noise SNR 0.45 - 1.00

3
Mean wind speed Vm,10 5 - 28 m/s

k = 2Terrain roughness z0 0.01 - 0.03 m
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TABLE 3: Initial installation costs

Component CI (USD) HPCS CI (USD) passive
Mechanical devices (CD) 86,898 124,138
Sensors and electronics 113,750 0

Total 200,647 124,138
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TABLE 4: Performance of the Kriging surrogate.

Case Training n Testing nt RMSE (%) NMAE (%) CRSE (mg) RMSEσa (%)
1 (HPCS) 800 200 7.35 0.54 2.02 6.09
2 (HPCS) 800 200 6.00 0.40 2.18 5.89
3 (passive) 400 100 4.00 0.50 0.20 3.33
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TABLE 5: Variance reduction under redundancies.

Case Configuration Mean, µy (mg) Variance, σ2
y (mg) Variance reduction (%)

1
Initial configuration 15.00 6.62 -
Redundancies at #4, #7,
#8, #10, and #14

15.87 3.89 41.18

Redundancies at #1, #3,
#5, #11, and #15

15.32 6.67 2.58

2
Initial configuration 14.84 4.81 -
Redundancies at #4,
#11, #20, #21, and #34

14.45 2.71 43.52

Redundancies at #6, #8,
#28, #31 and #36

14.45 4.83 0.43
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TABLE 6: Costs of HPCS with and without redundancies

Case CI (USD) CR (USD) CI + CR (USD)
1 200,647 49,512 250,159
2 200,647 17,500 218,147
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FIG. 1: Schematic illustration of robust design methodology for HPCS systems under uncertain-
ties.
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FIG. 2: Analysis of function from Eq. 1: (a) identification of most influential variables; and (b)
variance of the system fixing different variables.
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FIG. 3: Schematic representation of the case study building.
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FIG. 4: Examples of wind speed turbulence time series at the 36th story of the building (∆t = 0.01
s) for: (a) Vm,10 = 18 m/s; and (b) Vm,10 = 28 m/s.
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FIG. 5: (a) Force-SDR loop for damping devices at the 23th floor under a frequent wind hazard
event with Vm,10 = 18 m/s; and (b) building response in terms of maximum acceleration under the
same wind event.
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FIG. 6: Typical sensor measurements at the 5th floor under a given wind load (a) SNR = 1 (no
noise); (b) SNR = 0.70 (moderate noise); and (c) SNR = 0.45 (severe noise).
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FIG. 7: (a) Peak acceleration-related fragility curves representing the effects of motion sickness
on the building occupants used for the cost assessment (cost are expressed in USMD), with an
identical standard deviation of 0.12 for all curves and individual means µ reported in the plot;
and (b) wind speed hazard curve for the 39-story building using a Weibull distribution with scale
parameter 14.9 and shape parameter 6.4.
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FIG. 9: Difference of variance (%) for: (a) Case 1; and (b) Case 2 (showing 15 most influential
sensors out of 39).
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FIG. 10: Probability density function under uncertainty Case 1: (a) cost of failure; (b) life-cycle
cost.
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FIG. 11: Probability density function under uncertainty Case 2: (a) cost of failure; (b) life-cycle
cost.
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FIG. 12: Maximum acceleration response profile for no redundancies and under wind speeds: (a)
Vm,10 = 23 m/s; and (b) Vm,10 = 28 m/s.
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